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Manifesting Chemicals and Reagents for Disposal



Safety – when handling items for disposal
	When handling items for disposal wear safety glasses and double-glove with one layer of latex (or equivalent if you have a latex allergy) and one of layer of nitrile gloves.
	You can get gloves from the Bayliss building chem stores on the ground floor.
	Soiled gloves should be bagged and disposed of into lab waste bins NOT ordinary rubbish bins.
	Don’t work in isolation; make sure colleagues are within calling distance. (Observe social distancing, if in force, unless a critical safety issue arises which necessitates breaching this guideline.)
	Have some sturdy transparent plastic bags or tubs available in case anything needs sealing up.
	Don’t open, sniff or otherwise investigate anything!


Manifesting – You must submit your items on the manifesting form as an excel file. Do not alter the formatting of the form. Use the drop down lists supplied in the Site, DG class, Sub risk class, & Pk Group columns. Below is a snip of our manifesting form.
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You must fill out the collection location and contact details in the yellow highlighted cells. These cells revert to white when filled in. Forms with yellow cells will be returned for completion.
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To fill out the chemical information you will need to consult the SDS for the chemicals and reagents you have for disposal. (I will discuss what to do when you can’t find an SDS later on.)
Put the chemical/product name into the first column. This will be listed in section 1 (identification of substance and company).
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The name of the manufacturing company’s name goes in the second column.
The total quantity of this chemical from this manufacturer goes in the next column. If we have more than one container of this chemical from this manufacturer then we list them in column 3.
	Let’s say we have two 1 kg bottles and a single 2.5 kg bottle of Trichloroacetic acid from Sigma- Aldrich.
	We put 4.5 kg into column 3
	In column 4 we put (2 x 1kg), (1x 2.5kg)
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This reagent is a pure solid so the concentration is 100 %; if it were a solution we would give its chemical name as ‘aqueous (or whatever solvent used) solution of trichloroacetic acid and under concentration could put either the molarity or the percentage (weight/vol or vol/vol.)
Section 9 of the SDS (Physical and Chemical Properties) gives the information needed to know which
‘appropriate categories’ boxes to check.
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From the above information we know that trichloroacetic acid isn’t flammable or combustible (as it has a flash point > 93 °C) but with a pH of 1 (when in solution) it is definitely acidic.
A quick check of Wiki (or consult your favourite chemistry text) or a glance at a periodic table (I put one in below that’s particularly colourful) and we know it’s not a heavy metal, nor silicon and it’s definitely not asbestos nor is it a ‘miscellaneous’ reagent but it is a halogenated solvent (when in solution) and a chlorinated one (ibid).
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Section 14 (Transport information) of the SDS provides us with the dangerous goods information.
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Trichloroacetic acid is a dangerous good of class 8 (corrosives) so we’ll select ‘8 Corrosive” from the drop down list. All dangerous goods are assigned to a class and some have a subsidiary risk class too. Trichloroacetic acid doesn’t have a subsidiary risk class so we’ll select ‘NA’ from the drop box. All dangerous goods have a UN number; trichloroacetic acid’s number is 1839 so we’ll input 1839 to the UN column. Most dangerous goods are assigned to a packing group (some compressed gases aren’t) which indicates the level of risk involved in transporting the item and indicates which goods in a class may possibly be transported in the same load.
Trichloroacetic acid’s packing group is II so this is selected from the options in the PG column drop down list. We fill in the dangerous goods columns for Trichloroacetic acid as shown below. The UN No & the proper shipping name columns don’t have dropdown menus as there are too many options to allow this. The other columns have drop downs so just select the correct option.
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Items, in particular mixtures, often have a proper shipping name that differs from their propriety names. The shipping name for Citrus Clean is ‘flammable liquid, N.O.S.’ where N.O.S stands for Not Otherwise Stated. It is a legal requirement to list the proper shipping name for dangerous goods on transport manifests. Check the Transport information in ChemAlert or the SDS for the shipping name.
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Hazardous but not dangerous items
If the item is hazardous but not dangerous then select Haz not DG from the drop down in the DG Class column and NA the UN number and packing group columns; non-dangerous goods don’t have these.
I’ve used ‘Coles lemon bleach’ as an example of such an item. Section 2 (Hazards identification) of the SDS for Coles lemon bleach (shown below) states that it is a hazardous but not dangerous good. I checked section 3 (composition and concentration) which lists its concentration of hypochlorite at 10%. Section 9 (Physical and chemical properties) indicates that it has a pH of > 12 and is therefore a base.
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As a hazardous but not dangerous good Coles lemon bleach (below) doesn’t have any transport classes or associated categories allocated because these are only assigned to dangerous goods.
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So we fill out the entry for Coles lemon bleach as below.
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Non-hazardous items
To enter an item that is neither hazardous nor dangerous select NonHaz from the options in the ‘DG Class’
column but select (or enter) NA in the other columns.
Let’s imagine that we have 25 L of water to dispose of. Fill out the entry as per the highlighted manifest line below.
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No SDS available.
When we have access to an SDS things are comparatively straightforward; what about when we don’t?
Let’s say we have a 25 % solution of glutaraldehyde from a company that went of business in the 1980s. We can’t find an SDS for this product. When we search ChemAlert we find that different companies classify a 25% solution of glutaraldehyde slightly differently.
Ajax classifies it as a dangerous good class 6.1 (toxic) with a subsidiary risk class of 8 (corrosive) and assigns it the UN number 2927 and the packing group II.
ProSciTech and Polysciences however classify it as a dangerous goods class 8 (corrosive) with no subsidiary risk class and assign it the UN number 1760 and the packing group II.
Sigma-Aldrich classifies it as dangerous good class 9 (Miscellaneous) with no subsidiary risk class and assign it the UN number 3082 and the packing group III.
This is very confusing! What should we do? In this case (and thankfully there aren’t many products that attract this level of uncertainty) I would hesitate to use the Sigma-Aldrich classification as I don’t think it’s a realistic assessment of the risks this item poses to people. As two of our sampled companies have assigned this to class 8 (corrosives) and another has assigned class 8 as a subsidiary risk class 6.I would list this as ProSciTech and Polysciences have done.
Most of the time the classifications in ChemAlert are consistent for the same reagent at the same concentration (a higher concentration may move an item from hazardous to dangerous or from packing group III to II or even I) and in the same form (finely divided powders tend to be more dangerous than pellets or blocks).
I start by checking three current comparable (same concentrations of all components and in the same form) SDS in ChemAlert or on the internet. If they classify the item in the same way then I’d use this information to fill out the disposal manifest. If they don’t agree then I’d use the SDS that assigns the highest level of risk:
	Use ‘hazardous’ over ‘non-hazardous’
	Use ‘dangerous’ over ‘hazardous but not dangerous’
	Use packing group I over packing group II over packing group III
	If dangerous goods class I (One) comes up then CALLL ME IMMEDIATELY on 6488 3412 or call Safety, Health & Wellbeing on 6488 3938 (this is the class for explosives!)

You want to make sure the people handling and disposing of your items take more care than necessary rather than too little caution to ensure their safety.

Quantities:
When listing quantities on the manifest give the size on the item’s packaging even if some of the item has been used. There are several reasons for this:
	Packaging typically lists the net weight (i.e. only the weight of the product) of reagents so unless you

decant the product you can’t really establish how much is left in the container.
	The disposal company needs to estimate the space needed to transport all the items in the collection.

 	It is a legal requirement to give container quantities on a dangerous goods manifest; even empty containers must be listed at their shipping capacity as if full.
	If you aren’t sure how much you have then give a generous estimate and use ‘approx. < or >’ to make it clear that you’re uncertain.


Name known but ingredients are unknown.
The other time when we don’t have an SDS for an item is when we don’t know what the item is made of. This might be because we know the product name but not what the ingredients are. This happens with older versions of proprietary products. The old labels often don’t list ingredients. Older formulations may have contained ingredients that are now prohibited or not used for other reasons.
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The picture above is for a product that was originally manufactured in the 1940s; this tin probably dates from the 1950s (going by the design on the label). Turco’s Min-Mum was never sold in Australia under this label but it was supplied to American air-craft maintenance crew who were stationed in Victoria and NSW after WWII. I found this in Perth in 2014! The formulation of Min-Mum changed drastically over the time it was produced and despite help from the company (who still exist) we couldn’t establish how to classify it for transport. It was listed in the manifest under ‘Min-mum formulation unknown’.

Unknown mystery items
The most common (and irritating) reason you can’t find an SDS for an item is because the item is unlabelled or insufficiently labelled.
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In this case describe the chemical for disposal and its container so that you and others can distinguish the unknowns. Numbering the items for disposal helps with this too. The items pictured above were manifested as:
	Previous page left – unknown white powder in blue-copper-based pot with asbestos lid (this one caused problems because the lid itself was definitely a dangerous good but we couldn’t classify the contents) – less than 100g
	Previous page right – unknown bright yellow solution in white transparent plastic bottle - 250 ml
	Above left – sugar solution – unknown solvent (OK it’s probably water but we don’t know and we can’t

assume it) of unknown concentration – approximately 1 L.
	Above right – unknown gold metal nugget with sharp-edged crystals – less than 5 g.


Give as much description of what you see – don’t open, sniff or otherwise investigate anything! (Just in case you missed that bit before!) The chemical disposal boffins will do this; it’s what they’re paid for.
All the columns with drop down lists have UNKNOWN as an option. When you fill out the manifest entry for an UNKNOWN change the listing font colour to red; this will highlight these unclassified items. The disposal company may want to inspect ‘UNKNOWNS’ before the collection day. Below is our form with an UNKNOWN item filled out.
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File name
Name the file with the Building Number & Name, the lab number and your initials before you save it and send it to me. I will receive lots of manifests for each collection. Knowing immediately where and who needs disposals speeds up organising the collection.

